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Abstract- It is well-known that perfect channel state infor-
mation (CSI) at the transmitter and the receiver (CSIT/CSIR)
can be used to decompose a multi-antenna channel into a bank
of parallel channels. While perfect CSIR maybe a reasonable
assumption for practical systems, perfect CSIT is generally
difficult to achieve. Recent attention in communication systems
design has thus shifted towards limited feedback schemes where
partial CSI is fed back from the receiver to the transmitter.
In this work, we consider a precoding scheme which excites a
subset of the transmit dimensions with independent data. The
main focus is on systematic quantized precoder designs that
bridge the gap between statistical precoding and perfect CSIT
precoding in spatially correlated channels. In this work, we
propose an asymptotic perturbation theory-inspired codebook
design obtained from a quantization of the local neighborhood
around the statistically dominant precoding direction(s). This
design is implemented in practice by maps that can rotate and
shrink sets on the Grassmannian manifold. Numerical results
show substantial gains can be achieved with the proposed design
over statistical precoding.

Index Terms-Diversity, limited feedback, MIMO systems,
multiplexing, precoding

I. INTRODUCTION

In practical, spatially correlated systems that can be ap-
proximated by a slow fading model, near-perfect CSIR can
be achieved via pilot symbol training. Near-perfect CSIT, on
the other hand, requires prohibitively expensive amounts of
feedback from the receiver or reverse link training which
could be infeasible. However, spatial correlation changes at
much slower time scales than instantaneous channel infor-
mation and can be learned accurately at both ends with
essentially zero cost. In addition, practical systems also afford
a low rate feedback link from the receiver to the transmitter
which enables acquisition of partial channel information at the
transmitter, e.g., data/pilot control channels in current cellular
systems. Traditionally, this feedback link has been utilized for
retransmission request(s) in case of errors. Recent attention has
shifted towards utilizing this link for codebook index feedback.
Thus, in this paper, we focus on systems with perfect CSIR and
statistical information at both ends under a limited feedback
model.

Multiple antennas at the transmitter and the receiver provide
spatial degrees of freedom through which enhanced data rates
or reliability or a desired combination of the two aspects can be
achieved. This combination is obtained by modulating a subset
of the transmit dimensions with independent data. The optimal
number of excited dimensions and the input distribution over
this subset are a function of the quality of CSIT and CSIR,
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spatial correlation, transmit SN R and system constraints such
as receiver complexity, implementation cost, etc. While the
exact characterization of the optimal number of dimensions
relies on numerical or semi-analytical techniques [1], it is of
interest to understand the performance of fixed communication
schemes as a function of spatial correlation and transmit SN R.
In this paper, we consider a precoding scheme where M (1 <
M < Nt with Nt denoting the transmit antenna dimensions)
independent dimensions are used in communication.

There have been many recent works on limited feedback
techniques. In the special case of beamforming (M = 1),
under an uncorrelated Rayleigh fading model, a Grassman-
nian line packing solution has been proposed in [2], [3] to
maximize the average received SN R. A vector quantization
(VQ) based approach for the same problem has been studied
in [4], [5]. In the more realistic scenario of spatially correlated
channels, [6] and [7] adapt the Grassmannian codebook in the
MISO setting. More recently, a work of ours [8] addresses
systematic codebook designs for the beamforming problem
in the general MIMO context. There have also been many
works on performance analysis of limited feedback schemes,
in particular, [5], [9], [10], [11].

In this work, we are interested in the general case of a
precoder design. When perfect CSI is available at both the
transmitter and the receiver, optimal precoder designs have
been proposed to minimize the trace of the mean-squared
error matrix [12], [13], the trace of the weighted mean-
squared error matrix [14] or to maximize the average mutual
information [13]. It is also easy to check that in all these
cases the optimal equalizer design is a function of the optimal
precoder matrix and hence focus can be restricted to precoder
design. In [15], a unified methodology based on majorization
theory and convex optimization has been proposed to tackle
a majority of the commonly-used objective functions in pre-
coder design. Under the limited feedback model, in [16] a
Grassmannian subspace packing solution is proposed for i.i.d.
channels.

For the spatially correlated case, in a recent work of
ours [17], we studied the relative loss in performance with
a "pure" statistical precoder over a perfect CSIT precoder.
We considered different (hard as well as soft decision) perfor-
mance metrics and showed that the channel hardens in the
relative asymptotics of Nr, the receive antenna dimension,
with respect to Nt (that is, Nt > 0 as N, > oo), and asIN,Nr-x),ada
a consequence, the metrics considered vanish in the limit.
With fixed antenna dimensions, we showed that the loss in
performance is minimized if the communication scheme and
the channel statistics are "matched"; see Sec. III which illus-
trates this principle. On the other extreme of a "mismatched"
channel, Fig. 1 illustrates the wide gap in performance between
statistical and perfect CSIT precoding.

In this work, our focus is on such mismatched channels. Our
goal is to construct a systematic, statistics-dependent limited
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feedback codebook that bridges the gap between perfect CSIT
and statistical precoding; see Fig. 1. We propose an asymptotic
perturbation theory-inspired codebook of Nt x M precoding
matrices. We first construct via VQ a root codeset of precoder
matrices that satisfies two properties: 1) The codewords in the
codeset are localized, that is, there exists a codeword which
we denote as the center of the root codeset and the distance
between the center and every other codeword is within a
prescribed bound, and 2) The codewords are well-packed, that
is, the minimum distance between disjoint codewords (also
called packing density) is above a certain design threshold.
The root codeset is the fundamental building block of our
codebook design. To aid in the codebook design, we construct
a map on the Grassmannian manifold that can rotate the center
of the root codeset to any desired point without altering the
packing density. We also construct a scaling (or shrinking) map
that keeps the center fixed, but reduces the packing density to
any arbitrary value.
Our codebook design is as follows: Using the rotation map,

we rotate the center of the root codeset to the semiunitary
matrices that correspond to the dominant M-dimensional
eigenspaces of the transmit covariance matrix. These rotated
codesets are then shrunk using the scaling map with the shrink-
ing constant determined by the eigenvalues of the transmit and
receive covariance matrices. This design is the natural multi-
mode extension of the recently proposed quantized codebook
design for transmit beamforming (M = 1) [8]. The efficacy
of our design is illustrated with numerical results where we
show that even a small amount of feedback can lead to sig-
nificant performance improvements over statistical precoding
in extremely mismatched channels. In future work, we will
quantify the gains achieved by our scheme with the codebook
design proposed for i.i.d. channels in [16].

II. SYSTEM SETUP

We consider a single user communication system with Nt
transmit and Nr receive antennas where M dimensions are
used for independent data. The input symbols are multiplexed
into M data-streams and an Nt xM precoding matrix F maps
the resultant M-dimensional vector x into an Nt-dimensional
vector for transmission. Assuming a narrowband channel, the
discrete-time baseband signal model is y = H F x + n, where
H is the Nr x Nt channel matrix connecting the transmitter
and the receiver and y is the received vector. The additive
white Gaussian noise at the receiver is denoted by n with
i.i.d. entries from CJV(O, No).

The precoded vector satisfies a transmit power constraint:
E[Tr(FxxHFH)] < Pt. Assuming that the vector x satisfies
Ex[k] 2 =Pt k 1 . M, the above constraint can be
reformulated as Tr(FHF) < M. In general, this constraint is
only a reflection on the sum of the squared singular values
of F. In this paper, we focus on the class of semiunitary
precoders, that is, FHF = IM. Analogous to the development
in [17], the semiunitary codebook design developed here is
directly applicable to the more general case with a statistics-
based power loading protocol. Due to space constraints, we
do not provide these details here.

In many non-line-of-sight channels, the channel entries
can be accurately modeled as zero mean Gaussian random

variables (Rayleigh fading). We now describe the framework
for modeling the second order moments which determine
the complete channel statistics. The well-known separable
correlation model is given by

1 ~~-1/2
E[Tr(HHH)] r Hiid Et

where Hiid refers to the i.i.d. channel matrix and Et and
Er are transmit and receive covariance matrices defined as
Et = E[HHH] = UtAtUH and Er = E[HHH]
UrArUH, respectively. Many measurement campaigns [18]
have showed that the smaller number of degrees of freedom
(DoF) in the separable model (Nt + Nr) leads to misfits for
capacity, error probability, etc. In such cases, generalizations
of the separable model for ULAs and arbitrary array geome-
tries, known as virtual representation and canonical modeling
frameworks [19], respectively, have been shown to be better
fits for modeling the scattering environment. The advantage
of the virtual representation is that it is physically intuitive
and offers a fixed eigen-basis (Fourier matrices). Our analysis
and design are applicable to the very general canonical model,
but we illustrate our results with the separable model so as to
keep the number of spatial correlation parameters as small as
possible.
We assume a block fading model for the temporal correla-

tion of the channel. In this work, we utilize the reverse link for
codebook index feedback. Here, a spatial statistics dependent
codebook F of 2B codewords, denoted by Fi, i 1,=I 2,
is known at both ends. To simplify our study, we assume
zero delay and no error in the feedback channel along with
instantaneous, error-free channel acquisition at the receiver and
no error in the channel statistical knowledge at either end. Just
as in [17], we also assume a low-complexity MMSE linear
receiver architecture.

Distance Metric: A survey of the literature on Grassmannian
manifold Q(Nt, M) [20] shows that numerous distance metrics
can be defined between two Nt x M matrices, however we
will content ourselves in this work with the natural gener-
alization of the chordal distance in the beamforming case.
The chordal distance between two vectors f1 and f2 is given
as /1_-fHf2 2. This natural generalization is called the
projection-2 norm distance metric and is defined as

dproj,2(Fi, F2) = Amax (FiFH-F2FH) - (1)

It is easy to check that in the M = 1 case, the largest eigen-
value of ffH{- f2f2H in fact corresponds to V1 lffHf2 2.
Codeword Selection: The receiver acquires the channel

information at the start of a coherence block and it computes
the index of the optimal codeword from the codebook that
minimizes the distance between the dominant M-dimensional
eigenspace and the codebook. The receiver then communicates
to the transmitter the index of the optimal codeword with B
bits. The transmitter uses the optimal codeword to communi-
cate over the remaining period in the coherence block.

III. STATISTICAL PRECODING Loss

The goal of this work is to systematically construct a
codebook F starting from the spatial statistics. Towards this
goal, we had studied the loss in performance with a statistical
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precoder when compared with a perfect CSIT precoder in [ 17].
Given that the spatial correlation information is known at the
transmitter, the optimal semiunitary precoder from a mutual
information (or equivalently, the MSE) criterion is the matrix
whose columns are the M-dominant transmit eigenvectors,
which we call Fstat. Thus our limited feedback scheme is
redundant with one codeword, Fstat.

Towards characterizing the statistical precoding loss, we first
quantify the optimal semiunitary precoder assuming perfect
CSIT. For the class of unstructured precoding matrices that
satisfy Tr(FHF) < M, it is shown in many recent works that
the optimal precoderl Fopt is Fopt VHD where VH is the
matrix formed from the M-dominant right singular vectors
of H and D is a M x M positive-definite diagonal matrix
satisfying Tr(DHD) < M and is obtained by waterfilling;
see [15] and references therein. In the case of a semiunitary
precoder, the choice of VH turns out to be optimal when the
design criterion is an appropriate function ofMSE of the data-
streams [17].
The following discussion succinctly summarizes the conclu-

sions of [17]. Let H be described via the canonical modeling
framework. The loss in performance between statistical and
perfect CSIT precoding with respect to average relative error
probability/MSE enhancement or average relative loss in mu-
tual information (assuming Gaussian signalling) vanishes in
the relative asymptotics of Nr, that is, Nt with N > °°'N, ~hr*O
This is because the channel hardens under these assumptions
and both the channel as well as its eigenvalues become
deterministic with small perturbations on the order of N.
More relevant in our context is the study of the loss in

performance as a function of the spatial correlation for a
fixed Nr and Nt. For a semiunitary precoding scheme that
excites M modes, the spatial correlation that minimizes the
loss in performance is as follows: Et has M equal non-zero
eigenvalues and Er has Nr equal non-zero eigenvalues. We
abstractly label such a channel as "matched to the communica-
tion scheme." Clearly, the focus of limited feedback schemes
is on "mismatched channels" where there is a huge gap
between statistical and perfect CSIT precoding; see Sec. VI for
numerical studies. The potential to bridge this gap by using
limited feedback is maximum in the regime of mismatched
channels and codebook designs proposed in Section V achieve
this goal. Towards developing the codebook design, we need
to first construct maps that can rotate and scale subsets on
Q(Nt, M). This is the subject of the next section.

IV. SCALING AND ROTATION MAPS ON Q(Nt, M)
We now assume that a root codeset lR of N codewords,

denoted by R = {Fi, i = 1,. , N}, (each codeword is an
Nt x M semiunitary matrix satisfying F HFi = IM) has been
constructed via vector quantization. We further assume that
this root codeset satisfies the following desired properties: 1)
Localization: The root codeset is localized (centered) around
F1, that is, there exists a 0 C (0, 1) such that dproj,2(F1, Fj) <
0 for all i :t 1. We will often use the term center of the
root codeset for F1, 2) Well-Packing: The codewords in

1The above choice of F,pt is optimal from many criterion: sum/product
as well as arithmetic/geometric means of mean squared errors (MSE) of the
decoded data-streams.

lR are well-packed (well-separated), that is, given a target
packing density ty C (0, 'rmax(Nt, M, N)), the minimum
distance of the packing dmin (R) defined as dmin (R) A
mini7aj dproj,2 (Fi, Fj) is larger than -y. In the above definition,
'ymax(Nt, M, N) is the maximum possible packing density
achievable in the Grassmann manifold g(Nt, M) with N
codewords. While the exact characterization 'Ymax(Nt M, N)
remains an open problem for general values of Nt,M and
N, bounds have been established for -Ymax(Nt, M, N) in the
literature; see [21], [20], [7], [2] and references therein.

The central goal of this section is two-fold: 1) Given a
root codeset lR of N codewords with a packing density
-y and a target center Ftarget, we would like to center lR
around Ftarget without having to resort to a VQ-type codebook
construction [4]. That is, we seek a simple mathematical
operation to rotate the center ofR to Ftarget without changing
the packing density, and 2) Given a root codeset lR centered
around F1 with a packing density of i and some fixed a C
(0,1), we seek a mathematical operation to scale R so that
the packing density of the resultant codeset is a-y. That is,
we would like to reduce the minimum distance of lR without
changing its center. We will see that a precoder codebook
design for correlated channels has to be localized and centered
around the statistically dominant eigen-matrices. The scaling
and rotation maps proposed here ensure that the desired goals
of localization and centering can be achieved without having
to use VQ-type techniques.

In a recent work [8], rotation and scaling maps were
proposed for the beamforming case (M = 1). In this setting,
a root codeset consists of N unit-normed Nt x 1 vectors
with a packing density of 'y. The rotation is effected by an
appropriately chosen unitary matrix. It is to be noted that the
choice of this unitary matrix is not unique. In contrast to the
rotation operation, the scaling map requires some care due to
the constraints of the space. For example, an operation of the
form x H-- ax where a C R yields a vector that is not unit-
norm. Similar to the rotation map, the scaling map is also
non-unique.

The rotation and scaling maps proposed in the following
theorems generalize the results in [8] to the precoding sce-
nario. We will see that the rotation map in the precoding case is
very similar to that ofbeamforming. However, the non-obvious
scaling map has to ensure that the codeword obtained after
application of the scaling map is semiunitary. As a byproduct
of our results, we will see that there exists a very rich family of
maps that lead to the desired properties. The following theorem
characterizes the rotation map.

Theorem 1: Let Ri= {F ,i 1, ,N} be a root
codeset centered around F1 with a packing density -y. Let
the Nt x M semiunitary matrix Ftarget be the desired center
of the rotated codeset. Then, the rotated codeset 9 is given
by {Gi, i = 1, ,N} where Gi = UFtarget UF ,
with unitary matrices UF1 and UFtarget defined as UF1
[F1 Fnull] and UFtarget = [Ftarget Fnlet] HerenFull
and Ftnaurlget are the Nt x (Nt-M)-dimensional null spaces
of F1 and Ftarget, respectively.

Proof: The following need to be showed to prove the
theorem: 1) G HGi = IM for all i, 2) G1 = Ftarget, and 3)
dproj,2 (Gi, Gj) = dproj,2 (Fi, Fj) for all i.
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To prove 1), first note that UF1 and UFtarget are Nt x
Nt unitary matrices. From the semiunitarity property of Fi,
G HGi = IM follows trivially. Using the unitary property of
UF1 and UFtarget, 2) also follows trivially. For 3),

dproj,2(Gil Gi)
Amax(GiGH- GiGH)

Amax (UFtargetUF (F1F{

dproj,2(F1, Fi).
FiFi ) UFIUFtaget)

In the above chain of equalities, we have used the fact that
A(AB) =A(BA) and the definitions of UF1 and UFtarget.
Thus the proof is complete. U
Note that the rotation map is not unique. This is because

any set of (Nt-M) basis vectors of the null space can be
used for F"11 and F'nuet and hence UF1 and UFtarget are
not unique. We now describe the scaling map.

Theorem 2: Let R be a root codeset with a packing density
i and center F1. Denote min(Nt -M, M) and max(Nt-
M,M) by Nmin and Nmax, respectively. Let UA and V
be arbitrary M x M unitary matrices. Also let UB be
an arbitrary (Nt -M) x (Nt -M) unitary matrix. Given
a C (0,1), for any Fi C XR, define the M x M matrix
A as A = UAA1/2VH where A is an M x M positive-
semidefinite diagonal matrix. The only constraints on A are
Amin 11-080l- Amin(F{HFiFHFi) and Amax < 1. Also,
define the (Nt-M) x M matrix B as

If we partition the Nt x M matrix corresponding to

Svertex([ FW1HF ) as [ j where A is MxM and

B is (Nt -VM) x M, we arrive at the characterization in (2).
We then have to characterize A and B such that the desired

scaling properties hold. From the definition of s(.), we need
s(Fl) = F1. From the distance scaling property and other
trivial properties, we need

avAmax (FiF{'
Amax (FiF{_
Amax (C)

-FiF ')

s(Fi)s(Fi)H)
(5)

where C F1FH- F1AAHFH- FnUl'BAHFH-
F1ABHFnUl HFiABHFnuII,H_ FnullBBHF1null,H and the above expansion

for C follows by using (2). Note that Amax(C) can also be
written as Amax(D) where D = DTD2 with

D I = [F{H AF{H AF{H BHFnull,H BHFfnull,H]
D2 = [ F1 -F1A -FlullB -F1A -FnullB

Using the properties FHFl = IM, F{HFnull = OMX(Nt_M)
and FnullH FYnull = IN,-M, we see that the 5M x 5M matrix
D is given by

AH
D = AH

OM
LOM

-A
-AHA
-AHA
OM
OM

-A
-AHA
-AHA
OM
OM

OM
OM
OM
-BHB
-BHB

(6)

OM
OM
OM
-BHB
-BHB

UB[

B =

UBL

(INmin Ao)12 ONminX(Nmax-Nmin)]V

if Nt M<M

(IN.in -0) 1 vH
oNmax-NminxNmin ]

if Nt M>M

where A0 is the Nmin x Nmin principal submatrix of A. Then,
the scaling map s(y) that leads to a packing density of 'ya is
defined as

s(Fi) = F1A + FnullB (2)

We will now compute the eigenvalues of D. First, note that
since two pairs of two rows of D are identical, D has 2M
zero eigenvalues. By performing row reduced echelon form
operations, we see that the remaining 3M eigenvalues of D
are the eigenvalues of D given as

IM -A OM

D) = AH AHA OM .

OM OM -BHB j

(7)

It is easy to see that the eigenvalues ofD are those of -BHB
(which are negative) and the 2M x 2M matrix D given as

D= [AH AHA (8)

where Fy11 is the null space corresponding to F1.

Proof: Let ru denote the rotation effected by a unitary
matrix U. Since the scaling operation keeps the center of a
root codeset fixed we would like to use a fixed Nt x M matrix
as the center instead of F1 which is dependent on 'R. This is
achieved by a composition of three operations:

s( ) = rUF l Svertex @ rUJH (.) (3)

Here, rUH (0) rotates the codeset to the canonical precoder

[IM OMx(Nt-M)]T while Svertex( ) scales (shrinks) the ro-
tated codeset by a factor a and rUFl rotates it back to the
initial direction F1. From the above definition of s(.), we have

s(Fi) 1[ Fl Fln'1 ] Svertex (F null,HHiF 1 , 4

By using a simple identity involving determinant of partitioned
matrices, it is easy to see that the 2M eigenvalues ofD satisfy
the following equation:

A2 + A(Ai(AAH) 1) = 0 (9)
M

i=l

which implies that Amax(C) 1 -Amin(AAH). Proceeding
along similar lines, it is easy to show that

Amax(FFlF- FiFi) 1 i) (10)

and using this in (5), we get the expression for Amin(AAH).
Note that IM = s(Fi)Hs(Fi) = AHA + BHB implies
that Amax(AAH) < 1. These are the only constraints to
be imposed on A to ensure that the scaling map preserves
semiunitarity and reduces the minimum distance by a.
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Since A is an M x M matrix, there exists a singular value
decomposition for it and the structure ofA in the statement of
the theorem follows from this fact. Using the structure ofA in
AHA + BHB = IM and considering the cases corresponding
to Nt-M < M and Nt-M > M, we obtain the structure
of B. Thus the proof is complete. U

While the scaling map was decomposed as a composition of
three functions in (3), it is worthwhile to verify that s(Fl) =
F1. This can be done by checking that A can be computed
in closed-form. Simple algebra implies that A = IM. In both
cases (Nt -M) < M and (Nt -M) > M, it is easy to
see that B = O(N,-M)xM. From (2), we thus have s(F1) =
F1 UA VH. Note that on the Grassmann manifold g(Nt, M)
multiplication by an M x M unitary matrix can be ignored.
Thus s(Fl) = F1.
Note that the choice of the scaling map is non-unique due

to the freedom in choice of UA, UB and V as well as
the eigenvalues of A. If we use the special case of identity
matrices for the above unitary matrices, and A(i) = 1 for all
= 1, ,M -1, we see that A is given by

I

A=
...

- 0

1 .. O

: . ...

O *-- / m n_

In fact, for the special case of M = 1, it is easy to recover
the scaling map proposed in [8]. We also see that a very rich
family of maps can effect the scaling operation other than the
one proposed in [8].

V. CODEBOOK DESIGN

We now describe the codebook design for limited feedback
precoding. This codebook design is motivated by the statistical
precoding study (summarized in Section III) and is developed
using the scaling and rotation maps proposed in the previous
section. The broad goal of our codebook design is to efficiently
quantize the subspace spanned by the M-dominant right
singular vectors of the channel, on an average2. In the case
of i.i.d. channels, the isotropicity of the right singular vectors
of the channel can be exploited to provide efficient codebook
constructions based on Grassmannian subspace packings [16].
Spatial correlation skews the isotropicity of the right singular
vectors and our goal is to maximize the average "projection"
of the subspace spanned by the M-dominant right singular
vectors of the channel on to the best quantizer for this subspace
from the codebook.

Towards this, we need the notion of a generalized eigenvalue
of Et. Consider the family of subspaces spanned byM distinct
eigenvectors of Et. For each such subspace, we associate a
generalized eigenvalue defined as the M-fold product of the
corresponding transmit eigenvalues. For e.g., if Nt = 4 and
M = 2, the subspace corresponding to the first two dominant
eigenvectors has a generalized eigenvalue At(1)At(2). Note
that the subspace spanned by Fstat results in the largest
generalized eigenvalue.
We now provide the guiding heuristic behind our codebook

design. We had noted in Sec. III that the optimal semiunitary

2Averaged over the randomness in the channel.

precoder with zero-bit feedback is the Nt x M matrix whose
columns are the M-dominant transmit eigenvectors. While
the asymptotic channel hardening (and the consequent near-
optimality of statistical precoding) described in Sec. III does
not hold when Nt and Nr are small, numerical results show
that the distance between Fstat and the Nt x M matrix
whose columns are the M-dominant right singular vectors
of the channel is small on an average. Thus when we have
the freedom to pick more than one codeword, the codewords
should correspond to a "local perturbations" of Fstat. We make
this notion more precise in the following discussion.

Our codebook design has three components: 1) A statistical
component, 2) A local perturbation component, and 3) A
rare global perturbation component. The cardinalities of these
components are denoted by Nstat, NIO and Nglo with the
feedback rate defined by B= log2(Nstat + NIO, + Nglo).

Statistical Component: While the distance between Fstat
and an instantaneous realization of the M-dominant right sin-
gular vectors of the channel is small on an average, the precise
probability that the best quantizer is Fstat is determined by the
separation (gap) between the generalized eigenvalues of Et.
That is, if the first two dominant generalized eigenvalues are
close to each other, there is a non-negligible probability for the
event that the best quantizer is the subspace whose generalized
eigenvalue is the smaller of the two. Thus this gap heuristically
determines the cardinality of the statistical component, Nstat.
In our design, a threshold for the generalized eigenvalues
is chosen a priori and the statistical component consists
of all M-dimensional subspaces such that their generalized
eigenvalues exceed the chosen threshold. In our numerical
studies, Nstat is the cardinality of the set {i: 14 > 0.2}
where ,ui are the M-fold generalized eigenvalues of Et and
,ui is the largest generalized eigenvalue. The threshold of
0.2 above has been chosen arbitrarily and not based on any
optimality criterion.
Root Codeset Generation: A root codeset that satisfies

the localization and well-packing conditions as described in
Sec. IV is constructed via VQ. The number of codewords
in the root codeset is large enough to ensure that any local
codebook (generated in the next step) has a cardinality smaller
than that of the root codeset. In our experiments, we set N to
be 8.
Local Component: For each of the subspaces of Et in

the statistical component, we rotate the root codeset (via the
rotation map) to the Nt x M matrix whose columns are
the eigenvectors from Et corresponding to the generalized
eigenvalue. Then, each rotated codeset is scaled by a shrinking
factor ai that is in proportion to the generalized eigenvalue of
that subspace. From each rotated codeset of N codewords,
we retain Nloc 1, Nstat codewords. These Noc=
ZNtat N1'o codewords form the local component of our
codebook design. The choice of Nloc is also in proportion
to the generalized eigenvalue of the subspace. The heuristic
behind the choices of ai and Nloc is as follows. The larger
the separation of the generalized eigenvalue ,ui (corresponding
to Fstat) from the next largest generalized eigenvalue or more
ill-conditioned Et is, the smaller the N4lo and a1 need to be.

Global Component: Very rarely, the M-dominant right
singular vectors of H have a very large separation from the
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with B = 2, the optimal design leads to the codebook
{Sl,S2,L{,L2L} where L1 and L 2 are local codewords cen-
tered around Si and S2, respectively with a1 = 0.7. For B
3, the optimal codebook has the form: {Sl, S2, [Ul U4], [U2
u3],L{, L4, L2, L2}. Here N1l = N 2 = 2 with local
codewords centered around S1 and S2, respectively with
a1 = a2 = 0.7. Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate the error probability
and average mutual information with QPSK and Gaussian
signalling, respectively. As can be seen, substantial gains can
be achieved even with few bits of feedback.
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